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The neutron production in a deuterium plasma is determined solely by the ion distribution
function . In the case of thermonuclear plasmas this distribution function is given by two
simple plasma parameters. the ion density and the ion temperature. Unfortunately, neither is
easy to measure and so they are not always available. Furthermore, in some situations we
cannot expect a simple relation between the deuteron density and other plasma parameters.
This situation complicates parameter studies for the neutron production In tokamaks and it
is thus sometimes impossible to find clear correlations between the neutron rate and other
experimental parameters such as the heating power, electron density, and plasma current.

Thermonuclear neutron production
The total neutron rate 0 of a thermonuclear plasma is given by the volume integral

11)
Here no lr ) = noW) (o( r ) and [0'1) = (ov)of(OIO'J1r) are the local profiles of the deuter on
density and reactivity. The profile function of the neutron rate is fdr ) = fl,(r l fCov](rl. The
profile functions for the deuteron density and temperature have not been measurea. but in
ASDEX we have very flat profiles for Zerr and so we can use the measured density profile
function of the electrons for the ions as well. Furthermore, the same temperature profile
function can be expected for electrons and ions with the healing methods considered here ,
namely minor ity ICRH and H injection [ll
We are using our NR code (2] to determine the deuteron density from the measured
neutron rate O. First we consider the ratio

Q* = 0 /

~

nl,(O) = [ovJoffQ(r)dr

= [avJo Q(O~(Q)

(2)

vvhere V Is the plasma volume and 0(0)/(0) the peaking factor of the neutron emission
profile. The ratio 0* is only a function of this peaking factor and the central deuteron
temperature , which determines the central reactivity .
Figs . 1, 2 and 3 give 0* as a function of the deuteron temperature for minority ICRH
and H Injection L-mode and H-mode discharges In deuterium plasmas. For H injection
t he deuteron temperature was determined from CX measurements . For ICAH this was
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only possible for some dicharges but fr om these we found T D :: T e for the parameter
region used in Fig. 1. L- mode results are given for a single set of plasma current
I = 380 kA and toroidal magnetic field Stor = 2.2 T. H-mode results are given for two
cftfferent currents and fields, and ICRH results for all currents and magnetic f ields
used in the minority heating exper iments .
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as a function of the deuteron temperature,

1) minority IC RH , 2) H injec ticn , L-mode. 3) H injection, H-mode.
For fixed temperature the influences of the ClXrent and magnetic field on Q are only due
to the influences on ·Q(O)/<Q>. In order to show this more clearly, in Figs. 4 to 6 Q(O) /<Q}
Is given on a linear scale as a function of the deuteron temperature . Q(O)/(Q> ranges
between 10 and 18 and is thus essent ially larger than the peak ing factors for the density
and temperature profiles owing to the quadratic dependence of Q on nD and ·the strong
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Figs . 4 to 6: Q{O)/<Q> as a function of the deuteron temperature,
· 4) minor i ty ICRH, 5 ) H injection, L- mode, 6) H injection. H-mode.
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temperature dependence of (ov), Furthermore, Q(OlI<Q> decreases with increasing ion
temperature because the reactivity [ov] rises faster for the lower temperatures in the
outer regions of the profiles than for the maximur'(! temperature in the centre.
At present. our data base is not sufficient to derive scaling laws for 0(0)1 <Q) with I and
Stor ' but Figs. 4. and 6 show a clear increase of O(O)/<Q> wit h Stor for fixed I . fhere
P
also seems to be an incr ease with Ip for fixed Stor ' Owing to eq. 2 an increasing peaking
factor for the neutron rate results in a decrease of Q*, - For comparable currents and
fields O(O)I<Q> and hence Q* are the same for minor ity ICRH and H injection.
If the ion temperature is known, the measured neutron rate Q offers the most direct way
of determining the deuteron density: it is given by nD(O) = -120/0". This expression directly
demonstrates the problems of this procedure; errors in t he determ ination of TD will essen tially affect the results for nD' For ICRH our results for nD are in general too high. This
may by caused by a systematiC error in the ion temperatur e or by non -thermonuclear effects
and needs further investigation. The results for H inject ion are more reasonable . We restrict
the discussion here to the L-mode case with the single current and field set used above.
Fig. 7 gives nD as a function of TD' A decr ease of nD with increasing temperature is
expected because the plasma is heated by H injection, but it may be averestimated owing
to the problems mentioned. Nevertheless On decreases and TD increases as the heating
power per mean electron density Pin/me> fFig. 8)' and so the results do not seem to be
affected too much by errors in temperature deter mination.
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Fig. 8: nD and TD as a
function of Pin/me) '
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Finally, we want to demonstrate in Fig. 9 that the large scattering of the values for n D and
T D in Figs. 7 and 8 results in widely spread values if one tries to scale the measured
neutron rate 0 with the heating power . As Fig. 9 gives the results for a fixed current and
field set , it is obvious that one cannot expect to find scaling laws of the measured 0 with
the direct parameters of the discharge, such as the heating power , current, magnetic field,
and electron denSity.
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Neutron production during 0 Injection
There are always two contributions to the neutron rate during 0 injection in deuterium
plasmas. the thermonuclear production and the beam-target production . As the target
temperatures in ASDEX are mostly below 3 keY, the thermal contribution only amounts to
a fe-w per cent [2] and is therefore neglected in the foUO'Ning considerations. The beamtarget neutron rate is given by

Q'nJ = ~

fo(r) [f(netv/W) [OVJ!nJdW]dr.

(3)

The deposition rate profile O(r) gives the radial distribution of the injected ions. It is directly
proportional to the Injected power absorbed. <Dtw/W) is their velocity distribution function
resulting from the classical energy relaxation. nD is the target deuteron density , ne the
electron denSity, and tw the energy relaxation time. [OY)lnJ
f(W ,TD) is the fusion reactivity
for monoenergetic deuterons with energy W in
a target plasma with ion temperature T D' The
10 , - - - - - - - - - - ,
energy relaxation parameter netW is mainly a
+L - mode
function of the electron temperature Te' Thus
oH- mode
Qlnj is mainly a function of the injection power
and the electron and ion temperatures .

=

For

0 injection we f ind from

ex

measurements

:~ed= ~~~:~~nh!: f;~7~e;te~;an:~wro~s+:~
It is therefore sufficient to discuss QlnJ as a
function of the product Pln1Te' as shown in
Fig. 10. For the L- mode discl1arges we are in
the region .....mere T. saturates and becomes
independent of the injection power and plasma
density . Therefore, Qlnl is proportional to
PlnjTe . For the H- mode discharges Te still depends on PI J' and so QlnJ in Fig. 10 becomes
larger for H- mode discharges than the extrapolated values for L -mode discharg~s.
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Fig. 10: Neutron rate during
injection
The peaking factor O(O)/<Q) for the neutron
rale for D-injection is also dominated by the
as .a function of PlnJ T e '
beam -target reactions and therefore it shows
behaviour completely different to that for H injection. The small thermonuclear contribution
has Qth• .-m(O)/(Qthe.-m ) ::::: 10 as for H injection. The peaking factors of the deposition
profile and density are of the same order, namely 0(0)/<0) ::::: n(O)/< O) ::::: 2 ... 3. The fusion
reactivity [ov)lnJ is a linear function of To for the parameter reg ion considered and we
thus have QO-InJ(O)/<QO-InJ) ::::: 5 for 0 injection.
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